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Abstract. Automatic phonetic transcription tools usually perform phonetic transcriptions directly from orthographic representations. Although
these approaches often achieve good results, theoretical studies suggest
that including morphophonological knowledge allows those systems to
improve their performance. Following this idea, we developed a tool
which first obtains an underlying representation of each word, using small
lexica and dedicated lemmatizers. For each representation, a phonological derivation generates the phonetic transcription by applying linguistically motivated rules. Since most of these rules are added as optional parameters, the system permits to generate dialect-specific transcriptions.
This system is not only a grapheme-to-phone tool, but it also obtains
phonological representations and evaluates several linguistic processes
occurring during the derivation. Preliminary experiments emulating a
phonological system of Galician (using as input words spelled in European Portuguese) show that the underlying representation of most words
can be obtained using small lexica and also that the derivation produces
high-quality phonetic transcriptions.
Keywords: grapheme-to-phoneme, phonetics, phonology, galician, portuguese
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Introduction

Automatic Phonetic Transcription (APT) is a crucial task for many applications
of different areas. Besides text-to-speech systems, which need high quality transcriptions, APT tools are also used in theoretical and applied linguistics. These
tools are useful in many areas (e.g., phonetics, phonology, dialectology, language
learning, etc.) in order to obtain preliminary transcriptions of large corpora.
Rule-based APT systems often generate a phonetic transcription directly
from the orthographic form. These approaches achieve good performance in languages whose spelling systems permit to easily infer their phonetic representation, such as Italian, Spanish or Portuguese. However, algorithms which do not
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take into account morphophonological information may produce some errors due
to their lack of this linguistic knowledge [1]. In this respect, the transcription
of Galician and Portuguese varieties presents some problems. For example, the
orthographic vowels <e> and <o> could represent up to six phones (e.g., [E, e,
1, o, O, u]), some of them not being predictable from their context.
The transcription of these not predictable examples could be performed
through rules and lists of exception words. Nevertheless, if there is no morphophonological knowledge, these lists may be very large, since they should
include inflected forms: nominal forms (from ‘festa’) such as ‘f[E]sta’, ‘f[E]stas’,
‘f[E]stinha’ (or ‘f[e]stinha’) and verbal forms (from ‘levar’) such as ‘l[E]vo’, ‘l[E]vas’,
‘l[E]va’, etc. Thus, the creation of these lists would be time-consuming.
In this paper, a strategy to overcome these limitations is proposed. The
behaviour of the phonemes in the root of the words is consistent and predictable
among their inflected forms, so we use shorter lists of exceptions, including only
those lemmas which have characters which do not follow the default conversion
rules. This way, by applying a rule-based lemmatizer on the inflected words —as
well as a set of specific rules for each linguistic variety— the system obtains the
target lemma and verifies whether it is in an exception list. This process allows
the system to generate an underlying (phonological) representation, which is an
abstract form of the word before the application of the phonological rules.
Then, a phonological derivation produces phonetic transcriptions by applying
rules on the underlying representations, as shown in Figure 1.
<festinha> / <festiña>
<festa> (Exception: root vowel: /E/)

Orthographic Representation
Lemma

/fEstiña/
/fEs.ti.ña/
/fEs"ti.ña/

Underlying Representation
Syllable Split
Stress assignment

/fEs"tı̃.ña/
/fEs"tı̃.ñ5/
[fEs"tı̃.ñ5]

Nasalization
Unstressed vocalism
Phonetic Representation

Fig. 1. Example of the conversion of the word ‘festinha/festiña’.

It is worth noting that different rules —belonging to several dialects— generate diverse transcriptions from the same underlying form. Thus, the selection
of the rules involves different outputs (for dialects sharing the same underlying
form). In our system, dialectal rules were added as optional parameters, so it is
capable of automatically transcribing lexica for different dialects.
The system presented in this paper (released under GPL license,3 and whose
first version was presented in [12]) emulates the phonological system of Galician
varieties by following the mentioned strategy. The input can be written in two
different spellings: ILG/RAG [14] and European Portuguese (EP).
3
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The main advantages of using the proposed method are that the user can (i)
obtain phonological representations, (ii) analyze phonological processes such as
syllabification, (iii) evaluate the phonological derivation as well as interact with
it, and (iv) create phonetic representations for different linguistic varieties.
Experiments performed on a Portuguese corpus show that the system obtains
underlying representations accurately. Furthermore, the results also indicate that
the phonological derivation generates high quality phonetic transcriptions.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows some related work concerning automatic phonetic transcription of Galician and Portuguese. In Section 3, we briefly introduce the theoretical background of our method, whose
architecture is presented in Section 4. Then, Section 5 contains the performed
experiments and, finally, conclusions and further work are addressed in Section 6.

2

Related Work

Much of the work on automatic phonetic transcription has been done focused
on text to speech synthesis. However, there is also other approaches related to
our work that have to be taken into account.
Rule-based models were implemented in order to perform grapheme-to-phone
conversion of Galician (and EP) varieties, achieving results of more than 98%
precision [3, 5]. Another work focused on the automatic transcription of Galician
presents the main characteristics and difficulties of this task [13]. Besides the
segmental features mentioned above (the transcription of <e>, <o> or <x>),
this paper also introduces some other aspects, such as contraction forms or intonation issues. Moreover, the development of a corpus and a lexicon for Galician
text-to-speech systems is presented in [8].
The disambiguation of heterophonic homographs is another important process of the automatic phonetic transcription task. For Galician, the main difficulties are presented in [19].
There are much work focused on the APT of Portuguese varieties, from rulebased to stochastic models [4, 21, 25, 27]. For our goals, it is interesting to refer
[26], which improves the precision of syllable splitting by applying phonological
theories, namely the onset-rhyme theory. Another work which includes phonological processing is [24], which generates phonetic variants for speech recognition.
In [1], is presented a project whose aim is the population —taken into account morphological information— of a large lexicon of Portuguese with different
phonetic transcriptions of several linguistic varieties.
Finally, another tool which uses linguistic knowledge is FreP [28]. FreP automatically extracts data about frequency and linguistic contexts of phonological
entities, allowing a phonologist to easily obtain this kind of information.

3

Theoretical Background

The system presented in this paper was designed following some phonological
theories, that we briefly describe in this section.
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The main idea of our method is the use of several representation levels as
proposed in classical generative phonology [9]. This theory describes the phonology of languages as derivational systems with different abstraction levels. In
this view, the underlying form of a word —also known as deep or phonological representation— is transformed into a surface (or phonetic) form by the
application of transformational rules in the phonological derivation process.
Lexical phonology [18], proposed as a refinement of classical generative phonology, introduced two main components in the description of the phonology of a
language: lexical and post-lexical. In the first one, information of different levels
(morphology, syntax, etc.) plays a role in the derivation, while the post-lexical
component has no access to that knowledge. The application of post-lexical rules
on the output of the lexical component generates the final surface form.
From this point of view, it can be postulated that the members of a linguistic
community share the underlying forms of their language. So, different rules (or
rule order) will generate several surface forms, corresponding to different variants
of the same phonological word. For instance, we can assume that the underlying
form of ‘feira’ for EP speakers is /feiRa/. Thus, different realizations such as
‘f[ej]ra’, ‘f[5j]ra’ or ‘f[e]ra’ are generated due to differences in the derivation.
Classical generative phonology did not take into account syllables as units
of analysis, so the explanation of many phonological processes within syllables
were rarely simple. Different non-linear models of phonology emerged in order
to introduce the syllable —and its internal structure— into phonological theory.
Onset-rhyme (syllable) theory defines syllables as phonological units which
organize segmental melodies in terms of sonority [2]. Moreover, in this theory
syllables have an internal structure, exemplified in Figure 2. The phonology of a
particular language will define (i) if a syllabic constituent (Onset, Coda) is obligatory or optional, (ii) what segments could occupy each position, as well as (iii)
the maximum number of segments which can be anchored to each constituent.
This structure is useful to explain, for instance, some phonological processes
which affect phonemes depending on the syllabic position in which they occur.
These (and other) theories were applied for describing the phonology of Portuguese varieties [17]. Taking into account the differences, much of this work is
useful for analyzing Galician dialects. Specifically for Galician, some phonological and morphological aspects are described in works such as [7, 22, 10].

σ

σ
Onset

Rhyme

Nucleus
k

a

Onset

Rhyme

Coda
s

Nucleus
t

R

o

Fig. 2. Internal structure of the syllables for the word ‘castro’ (Onset-Rhyme Theory).
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The phonological theories described in this section were taken into account in
the development of our system. They were implemented with minor variations,
in order to build an APT tool capable of generating different phonetic representations from a single underlying form. Furthermore, note that the system is
also useful to obtain deep phonological representations of words as well as to
automatically verify the behaviour of derivational rules on large corpora.
In this paper, we use the terms ‘phoneme’ and ‘phone’ to designate phonological and phonetic entities, respectively.

4

Architecture

Our system is composed of several modules applied in a pipeline. The different
components are described in this section.
4.1

Phonological Conversion

The first step of our method is the conversion of an orthographic word into an
underlying representation. Two different modules perform this process, depending on the spelling of the input (ILG/RAG or EP orthographies).
Both modules are compound of a set of transformational rules as well as lists
of exceptions. The rules simply substitute orthographic characters by representations of phonological segments taking into account their context (<v>→ /b/,
>
<ch>→ /tS/, <rr>→ /r/, <c(aou)>→ /k(aou)/, etc.).
Those characters whose representation is not predictable by their context are
included in the exception lists. We use the following, extracted from [23] (and
verbal forms automatically extracted from large lexica):
– List of lemmas with <x> as /ks/ (‘se/ks/o’).
– Lists of lemmas with <e> as /E/ and with <o> as /O/ (‘f/E/sta’, ‘r/O/da’).4
By default, <x>, <e> and <o> are transformed into /S/, /e/ and /o/. The
words included in these lists are spelled in ILG/RAG, so we use a transliteration
method in order to perform a look-up with words written in EP. For this spelling,
we also use the following lists, semi-automatically extracted:
– List of lemmas with <qu/gu> followed by <e/i> as /kw/, /gw/ (fre/kw/ente).
– List of lemmas ending in <ão> as /an/ (p/an/).
– List of exceptions: non-galician forms (‘fiz’ → /fiSen/, ‘sim’ → /si/).
We have to note that the transliteration strategy may produce some errors,
since some words are not easily transformed with this method. However, its
performance was successfully tested in several cases [15, 16].
4

To be more precise, lists of words with /E, O/ are not pure lemmas, but singular
forms containing these vowels in the root. This way, the first list contains forms such
as the adjective ’nova’, but not the plural ‘novas’.
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Apart from the referred lists, two sets of Galician heterophonic homographs
(one for each spelling system) were compiled, each one of about 600 pairs. The
representation of these words depends on their PoS-tag (verb: ‘/O/lho’; noun:
‘/o/lho’), semantic meaning (weapon: ‘b/E/sta’; animal : ‘b/e/sta’) or verbal
mood (present: ‘c/O/me’; imperative: ‘c/o/me’). The system does not perform
disambiguation, so it generates both outputs of the heterophonic homographs.
Dedicated Lemmatizer: The use of large lists of exceptions (including all the
inflected forms which behave as their lemmas) is avoided as follows:
An open-source rule-based lemmatizer which detects if the input word is
an inflected form is applied. Then, the system verifies whether the input (or
the obtained lemma) exists in the exception list. If it exists, the underlying
representation is generated by applying the exception rules of each list (<e>→
/E/, <x>→ /ks/, etc.). The lemmatizer is compound of two sub-modules: one
for nominal forms (inspired in [6]), and a dedicated stemmer for verbs. Figure 3
shows some examples of this process.
Nominal metaphony in Galician dialects is usually different from Portuguese
metaphony. Galician plurals maintain the vowel of the singular form (‘[o]lho
/ [o]lhos’, and not ‘[o]lho / [O]lhos’), but the vowel changes in both singular
and plural feminine forms (‘n[O]va / n[O]vas’: the masculine singular of these
adjectives could be ‘n[o]vo’ or ‘n[O]vo’ depending on the dialect). This way, and
taking into account that the lists of these words also include singular feminine
forms, the nominal lemmatizer only applies rules to infer the singular form.
Note that this implementation slightly differs from lexical phonology. In our
system, some morphophonological processes (such as nominal and verbal inflection) are replaced by the use of lists and by lemmatization. Furthermore, the
underlying forms could be different to others proposed in theoretical literature,
which may include morpheme information or other phonological abstractions.
The output of the phonological conversion module is an underlying representation of the input word, obtained by including morphophonological processing.
This output is the input of the next module, which performs syllabification.
4.2

Syllabification and Stress Assignment

The function of this module is to split the input word into syllables and to build
the internal structure of each syllable, following the onset-rhyme theory. Then,
the stressed syllable is detected and marked.
Input

Lemma

Exception?
−−−−−→

yes

look−up

yes
no

−−−−−−−−−−−−→

levar

lemmatizer

festa

−−−−−→

lemmatizer

cesta

−−−−−→

<levam> −−−−−−−−→
<festas> −−−−−−−−→
<cestas> −−−−−−−−→

Underlying

look−up

lemmatizer

look−up

Conversion rules

−−−−−−−−−−−−→

/lEban/

−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Conversion rules

/fEstas/

Conversion rules

/sestas/

Fig. 3. Examples of the underlying form generation.
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A simplified variant of the algorithm proposed in [17], adapted to the Galician
syllable structure, was implemented. The sonority hierarchy was removed, so we
established which segments (and groups of segments) could occupy each syllabic
position. Thus, in order to build the syllable structure, we follow these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Falling diphthongs are marked as nucleus (/peiSe/).
Vowels are marked as nucleus (/peiSe/).
Complex onsets are marked (/pRatos/).
Simple onsets followed by nucleus are marked (/pRatos/).
Complex (and non-patrimonial ) codas are marked (/abstRaiR/).
Simple codas are marked (/abstRaiR/).
Exception (uncommon codas, foreign words, etc.) are identified (/gangster/).

Then, syllable boundaries are marked (i) before each onset, (ii) before an
initial nucleus, (iii) between two nucleus and (iv) between a coda and a nucleus.
Once syllable split is performed, the stressed syllable of each word has to
be marked, in order to apply the phonological rules accurately. The system
maintains the orthographical input during the conversion, so this process applies
the accentuation rules inversely. It first verifies if the word has an accent, marking
as stressed the syllable with it. If there is no accent, the inverse accentuation
rules are applied until find the stressed syllable. There is also a small set of
unstressed words, such as prepositions and pronouns (‘com’, ‘me’, ‘te’, etc.).
4.3

Derivational Rules

Phonological rules are applied after the syllabification process and the stress assignment, allowing them to incorporate syllabic knowledge. However, it is worth
noting that some derivational rules may imply re-syllabification processes.
Derivational rules are applied sequentially, so the order of application is crucial for obtaining the desired output. Current version of our system contains
both a set of universal rules (occurring in most of Galician dialects), and optional rules (corresponding to specific phonological processes which do not occur
in every Galician variety), all of them present in the theoretical literature. The
selection of some optional rules allows the user to obtain transcriptions of the
standard variety as well as of non-standard Galician dialects [23].
– Universal rules:
• Semi-vocalization: this rule transforms some adjacent vocalic phonemes
into a diphthong (/so.si"al/ → [so"sjal]).
• Unstressed vocalism: unstressed vowels are elevated and centralized in
some contexts, namely in final word position (/"ko.mo/ → ["ko.mU]).
• Voiced plosives: voiced plosives /b, d, g/ are pronounced as approximants
([B, Dfl, G]) in some contexts (/a"bRiR/ → [a"BRiR]).
fl
fl
fl
• Nasalization: this rule changes the place of articulation of implosive
nasals. It could perform an assimilation (the nasal segment acquires the
place of articulation of the following consonant: /"kan.pU/ → ["kam.pU])
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or a velarization (implosive nasals are always velar: ["kaN.pU]). Furthermore, an additional rule nasalizes the vowels occurring in some contexts,
such as between nasal segments (/"maN.ta/ → ["mãN.ta]).
– Optional rules:
• Thetacismo: this is a special rule to deal with a main characteristic of
Galician dialects. Some of them have these two sibilants phones: [s, T]
(‘caçar’: [ka"TaR]; ‘casar’: [ka"saR]), while others only have [s] (‘caçar’,
‘casar’: [ka"saR]). This exceptional rule is not derivational, and it also affects the underlying representation of the word, including both phonemes
/s, T/ or only /s/, depending on the application.
• Gheada: another dialect-specific process. This rule changes every /g/ by
[è], except when occurring after a nasal segment, allowing some other
realizations (‘água’: ["a.èwa]; ‘bingo’: ["biN.gU], ["biN.èU] or ["biN.kU]).
• Complex codas: this rule simplifies complex codas as well as removes
some non-patrimonial codas (/aBs"tRak.tU/ → [as"tRa.tU]).
fl
• Rhotacism: this rule affects the phoneme /s/ in some coda positions
(depending on the features of the following consonant), changing its realization by [R] (/"mes.mU/ → ["meR.mU]).
• Voicing: this rule will represent /s, T/ in coda (when occurring before
voiced onsets) by their voiced allophones (/"des.dI/ → ["dez.dI]).
This module implements —with some differences— the behaviour of a phonological system as proposed by the theories described in Section 3. Rules are
similar to those of classic generative phonology, but taking advantage of the
knowledge provided by onset-rhyme theory as well as of regular expressions.
This way, the addition, modification and deletion of the rules is a simple task
that allows the user to test the behaviour of new phonological rules.
Note that the system performs phonological and phonetic conversion of individual words, so it does not include post-lexical rules applying across word
boundaries. Moreover, current version of the system neither has a specific module for proper nouns, numeric expressions and acronyms.

5

Experiments

We carried out several evaluations in order to know the performance of the
system transcribing into Galician a corpus written in European Portuguese.5
For this purpose, we randomly selected from CETEMPúblico a 10,000 token
corpus.6 Abbreviations, numbers and acronyms without vowels were removed.
First, the corpus was tokenized and PoS-tagged with FreeLing [20, 11], allowing us to disambiguate several heterophonic homographs. Then, the system
automatically transcribed each word. The chosen Galician variety —selected
through the optional rules— was those proposed in [23] (with minor changes,
due to the use of a different spelling). This output was manually revised by an
5
6

A previous version of this system was evaluated on a ILG/RAG corpus in [12].
http://www.linguateca.pt/cetempublico/
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Table 1. Types of error of the orthography to phonology conversion (Full evaluation).
Type of Error Errors
<x>
8
<e/o>
168
<qu/gu>
1
<ão/ões>
2
foreign words
63

expert, creating a gold standard corpus. For those words for which [23] offers
more than one choice, the gold standard only includes the first transcription.7
The obtained corpus has about 8,500 tokens (without punctuation), 18,000
syllables and 40,000 phonemes. The internal structure of the syllables were not
revised, so the evaluation of the syllabification process only takes into account
the boundaries between these elements.8
Evaluations of two processes were performed: “orthography to phonology”
and “phonology to phonetics”. In order to carry out these evaluations, the errors
produced during the conversion were manually revised, classifying them according to the two mentioned processes (note that PoS-tagging errors were computed
as errors of the system). Furthermore, two different results were calculated: Full,
taking into account the transcription of the whole corpus and noForeign, which
does not evaluate the transcription of proper nouns and foreign words.
In the evaluation of the “orthography to phonology” module, we counted
the errors produced during the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion, thus ignoring
rising diphthongs (Table 1). Most of the errors concern the transcriptions of <e>
and <o>, mainly due to errors in the transliteration of the input. Furthermore,
eight of them were produced by PoS-tagging errors.
In order to evaluate the “phonology to phonetics” conversion, we computed
the errors produced by (i) the syllabification, (ii) the stress assignment as well
as (iii) the derivational modules.
First, the precision of the syllabification was calculated, also taking into
account the derivational rules which involve re-syllabification. The system produced 97 errors (75 with a noForeign evaluation) on 14,155 syllable boundaries
(the splits between words were not evaluated), achieving a precision of 99.31%.
In our system, stress assignment is highly influenced by the previous process
(syllable splitting). Thus, 62 of the 102 errors produced in this stage were motivated by previous splitting errors. Nevertheless, these 102 errors point out that
this module has a precision of 99.46%.
Table 2 contains the results of the two processes. The first two lines show that
the orthography to phonology conversion achieved a precision of more than 99%.
7

8

The software and the gold standard corpus will be available at the following website:
http://gramatica.usc.es/~ marcos/software/
Syllable boundaries were annotated following the formal register described in [22].
In addition, rising diphthongs were considered as phonetic rather than phonological:
<social>: /sOTial/ → /sO.Ti.al/ → [...] → [sO"Tjal].
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Table 2. Results of the two processes as well as the full phonetic conversion.
Evaluation Phonemes Errors Precision
Full
39,394
242
99.39%
Orthography → Phonology
noForeign
36,052
153
99.58%
Full
39,394
199
99.48%
Phonology → Phonetics
noForeign
36,052
130
99.64%
Full
39,394
441
98.88%
Orthography → Phonetics
noForeign
36,052
283
99.22%

Process

Central lines indicate the precision of the phonology to phonetics conversion,
which also scored more than 99%. Finally, the bottom lines of Table 2 show the
results of the whole conversion (orthography to phonetics).
A deep evaluation of the errors shows that, as said above, many of them
were produced by orthographic issues. The use of external resources (such as the
exception lists and the lemmatizers) in a different spelling system necessarily
involves some errors during the conversion. Other errors were generated by not
listed exceptions (namely cases of hiatus/diphthong, and few errors produced by
the lemmatization strategy), by foreign/uncommon words and by heterophonic
homographs whose disambiguation needs semantic information. However, taking
the above into account, the obtained results show that the performance of our
method is comparable to other state-of-the-art systems for similar languages.

6

Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper, an open-source system which performs automatic phonetic transcription by phonological derivation was presented.
The performed experiments, although preliminary, show that the use of morphophonological processing permits to obtain accurate phonological representations (even from two different spelling systems). Moreover, the application of
phonological theories as well as the use of linguistically motivated rules overcome
some limitations of previous grapheme-to-phoneme approaches, allowing the system to automatically generate high-quality phonetic transcriptions of different
dialects.
Further work will be focused on correcting and increasing the exception lists,
on the inclusion of dedicated rules for guessing the vowel height of unknown
words as well as on the improvement of the transliteration strategy. Moreover,
the system also needs to include a preprocessing module capable of analyzing
abbreviations, numbers and acronyms.
Finally, we plan to evaluate this method on the automatic transcription of
European and Brazilian Portuguese dialects, by taking into account the morphophonological differences compared to Galician varieties.
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